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Shipping volume in Thailand have signifi cantly increased in last four years. It is important to pay attention to the trend 
of Thailand port throughput and use as the guideline to prepare for the needs of supporting facilities, infrastructures, 
fi nancial and human resources. An effective forecasting technique called particle swarm based neural network (PSO-
NN) is developed to estimate Thailand port throughput in this work. The prediction results from PSONN and classical 
backpropagation training algorithm, backpropagation neural networks (BPNN) were compared. The results shown 
that PSONN provides more accurate results than BPNN when apply to predict port throughput of Thailand. The 
mean squared error obtained from PSONN are about 10 times lower than that of BPNN. This confi rms that neural 
network based on PSO training algorithm has better performance and better ability to escape local optimum than that 
of BPNN.
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INTRODUCTION

Thailand is in a center of mainland Southeast Asia and 
also located in between Gulf of Thailand and Andaman 
Sea which offer logistics opportunities to Thailand. The 
port throughput is one of the most important factors to 
indicate the economics of the country. The Port Author-
ity of Thailand (PAT) reported that the shipping volume 
have been dramatically increased over past four years 
coupled with the strategies for developing new transpor-
tation in Thailand during 2015-2022 for water transporta-
tion is to improve seaport for both Gulf of Thailand and 
Andaman Sea sides. It is very interesting to study the 
Thailand port throughput and use as the guideline to plan 
for improving the seaport supply chain. Therefore, trend 
of port throughput is needed to be taken into account to 
use as the guideline to enhance port performance in the 
future.
Artifi cial intelligent and statistical techniques are gener-
ally used for solving a wide range of the real-world prob-
lems. Several statistical techniques such as moving av-
erage (MA), least squared methods (LSQ), regression, 
or multiple regressions, and exponential smoothing are 
widely used for the forecasting purpose however, the 
use of such techniques are not accurate in a satisfac-
tory manner. Artifi cial neural network is a tool that can 
model complex non-linear relationships among relevant 
factors. It models the base on learning process from the 
historical data trends. It can produce high accuracy of 
the solutions through training, testing and validation pro-
cesses. Consequently, artifi cial neural network (ANN) is 
recognized as the effective forecasting approach in real 
world situations. Learning performance of neural net-
work (NN) can be improved by the integration of opti-
mization algorithms such as simulated annealing (SA), 

tabu search (TS), genetic algorithm (GA), Genetic Pro-
gramming (GP), Differential evolution (DE), and particle 
swarm optimization (PSO). Numerous studies show that 
the integration of optimization search technique with the 
neural network provide the better results than conven-
tional neural network.The survey for the classical meta-
heuristics algorithms was provided by [1]. The survey 
found that GA has the largest number of related stud-
ies and follow by PSO, TS, GP, and DE, respectively. 
However, PSO has more simplicity than GA. GA requires 
three main operators: selection, crossover, and mutation 
whereas PSO requires only few parameters and each 
parameter is easier to be adjusted during the search. GA 
and PSO obtained the comparable solution quality [2]. 
However, PSO has computational effi ciency superior to 
the GA with 99% confi dence level in seven out of eight 
test problems. Further PSO was proven to be more ef-
fi cient and effective to train neural network by using GA 
[3]. Consequently, PSO is selected to use as a tool for 
training neural network in this work. 
The contributions of this study are summarized as fol-
lows:
• Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is employed to

train the weights of NN for higher convergence rate
and higher effi ciency.

• PSO-based neural network (PSONN) is developed
for predicting port throughput in Thailand.

• The prediction results can be used as the benchmark
and guideline for operational seaport management.

THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL

Port capacity is theoretically measured as the maximum 
throughput in tons, twenty-foot equivalent unit (TEU), or 
others unit. The port capacity depends on eight key el-
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ements i.e. 1. channels and waterways, 2. terminals, 3. 
berths and berth length, 4. loading and unloading equip-
ment, 5. storage space for cargo, containers, and chas-
sis, 6. Modal connections, 7. port operating factors, and 
8. external factors such as weather, schedule reliability 
and institutional disruption [4].
Port throughput and capacity can be used as a parame-
ter for estimating the performance of the port. This would 
be benefi t for the port management to develop the com-
petitive strategies. Another factor that must be consid-
ered for enhancing the port performance is the demand 
in the future. If the future demand can be accurately 
forecast, it would be benefi t for the port manager to plan 
and prepare everything for serving the customers’ need. 
Forecasting of the demand is not easy since there is a 
numerous affected factor such as economy growth, ex-
isting situation, competitors, exchange rate, etc. Conse-
quently, forecasting approach is needed to be developed 
for improving the accuracy of the existing times series 
forecasting methods. In this case, gross provincial prod-
uct per capita (GPP), sea import statistics, sea export 
statistics, and berth capacity are considered as the infl u-
encing factors of the container throughput.

Artifi cial neural network (ANN)

Recently, Artifi cial Neural network have been applied in 
a wide range of researchers due to its ability to learn a 
non-linear function from the example which is inspired by 
human brain. ANN can be used for extracting the patterns 
and detecting the trends the data that are complicated. 
Feedforward network (FFNN) or multilayer perceptron 
(MLP) is one of the most popular type of neural network 
due to its simplicity, ease of calculation and good capa-
bilities. It has been applied in a wide range of areas i.e. 
marketing, electronics, economics, etc. to approximate 
the function. The structure of feedforward composes of 
three main layers which are input layer, hidden layer and 
output layer. Input data is delivered to the input layer, the 
data is then passed through the network in each layer 

Figure 1: Feedforward network architecture

until it reaches to output layer without feedback between 
layers as described in Figure 1. 

Backpropagation neural networks (BPNN)

Backpropagation neural networks (BPNN) is the su-
pervised learning technique that learn to improve itself 
based on error correction. BPNN is suitable for solving 
the problems that have a lot of input and output data 
but cannot fi nd the relationship between input and out-
put, have high complexity, the solution to problem keep 
changing overtime and output can be fuzzy. Consequent-
ly, BPNN has been successfully applied to various areas 
such as chemical [5], transportation [6], ergonomics [7], 
banking [8], marketing [9], economics [10-11], medical 
[12-13], and energy [14-15] and others. Later, BPNN was 
an algorithm that used for training feedforward network 
inspired [16]. BPNN enhances performance of FFNN 
by adjusting weights and bias of neurons based on the 
error which is the difference between target output and 
actual output. All weights are randomly generated and 
used in the fi rst iteration and they are then adjusted and 
updated after iteration during training process. Steps for 
training the neural network can be described as follows. 
The fi rst step is feedforward operation which composes 
of two step processes. Input values are fed into the input 
nodes. They are then pushed into the network through 
the nodes in the hidden layer. After that, they all values 
in the hidden nodes are multiplied with the weights of 
the connecting nodes. The total net input is then cal-
culated by Equation (1). The total net input, ynet, is then 
transferred by the activation function (sigmoid function 
is normally used as an activation function) as present-
ed in Equation (2). After that, the error of the network is 
computed by Equation (3). The obtained error is used 
for updating the weight in the network to minimize the 
error function based on gradient descent method. If the 
obtained results from the updated weights are better 
than those of the previous set of weights, the new set 
of weights will be replaced the previous set and iteration 
goes on. The concept of BPNN is showed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Backpropagation network architecture

where 
xi refers to input neuron,
wi is weight between input and hidden layer,
w0 represents bias,
ynet describes total of weighted inputs,
yout shows the response of the system,
f(ynet) is nonlinear activation function,
ytarget refers to target output.
Although BPNN is a very effective tool for searching 
the solution that is not clear in numerous areas, it takes 
quite long computational time for training the weights in 
the network and easily trapped into local solution. Sub-
sequently, various researchers have integrated meta-
heuristics approaches such as genetic algorithm (GA) 
[17], ant colony optimization (ACO) [18], particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) [19], cuckoo search (CS) [20], differ-
ential evolution (DE) [21] with neural network for training 
the weight for managing such drawbacks. 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO)

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is fi rstly introduced 
in 1995 [21]. It inspired by the movement of a bird fl ock 
and fi sh school. The algorithm composes of velocity, 
weight, and particles (potential solutions). Each particle 
in PSO randomly fl ies in D-dimensional search space 
with its own velocity. Position and velocity of each parti-
cle are adjusted according to its own fl ying experiences 

(4)

(5)

and the best’s experience among the group at each time 
step. Direction and velocity of each particle are changed 
towards its own best experience (pbest) and the group 
best experiences (gbest) as explained in Equation (4).

when Xi=xi1,xi2,…,xiD represents the ith particle, the pre-
vious best position (position of the best fi tness value) of 
the ith particle are Pi=pi1,pi2,…,piD while symbol g repre-
sent the best particle in the population. Vi=vi1,vi2,…,viD is 
the velocity of each particle,w represents inertia weight 
that is the coeffi cient of previous velocity used for con-
trolling the infl uence of particle’s previous velocity on the 
particle’s current velocity which affect to exploitation and 
exploration of the particle. If inertia weight is set to be 
large value, the algorithm would explore the new search 
space which leads to the delay of convergence and vice 
versa. Therefore, the adjusted inertia weight is applied in 
this experiment for a better trading of exploitation and ex-
ploration. c1 and c2 are two positive constants that called 
as learning factors. rand1() and rand2() are random num-
bers in the range [0,1]. 
PSO has been widely applied for solving optimization 
problems due to its simplicity, high computational speed, 
robustness, effectiveness. PSO has been developed for 
a wide range of applications such as logistics [22-23] 
medical [24], scheduling [25-26], etc. These imply that 
PSO is suitable for enhancing the performance of neural 
network. 

Particle swarm optimization for training 
backpropagation neural network (PSONN) 

Researchers have been enhancing the performance of 
BPNN by using optimization search techniques to train 
the weight. It is because BPNN can be easily trapped 
into the local optimum or unsatisfi ed solution during the 

(1)

(2)

(3)
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(6)

development process. Numerous studies have been pro-
posed to identify ability of PSO as an effective training 
algorithm for NN. The studies showed that PSO has a 
very high capability for training BPNN [27-32]. Although 
some attempts have been made to use other optimiza-
tion search techniques for training the weights, it has 
been found that the results obtained by PSO-BPNN 
provides higher accuracy when compared to other algo-
rithms [33]. The procedure for PSO-BPNN is classifi ed 
into seven steps as follows. 
Step 1 Initialization of neural network’s parameters: 
Number of nodes in input layer (m), hidden layer (n) and 
output layer (o) are designed. 
Step 2 Setting of PSO parameters: Set all relevant pa-
rameters of PSO algorithm i.e. population size (N), Max-
imum number of population (Maxiter), inertia weight (w), 
position (xij), velocity (vij), learning factors c1 and c2.
Step 3 Determine fi tness of particles: The fi tness of par-
ticles is calculated from the individual best (pbest) and 
group best (gbest) experiences. Solution quality from 
pbest and gbest are compared and the best position is 
recorded. The mean square error (MSE) are used for 
comparing the performance of each particle as present-
ed in Equation (6).  

(7)

for the ith sample, and jth output node.
Step 4 Comparison of particles’ fi tness: The individual 
best and group best positions are determined as follows:
ifxid>pid, then pid= xid, otherwise pid= pid,
ifxid>gid, then gid= xid, otherwise gid= gid. 
Step 5 Updating of position and velocity of each particle. 
The particles are updates based on the equations (3) 
and (4), respectively.
Step 6 Error calculation: The error of the PSO algorithm 
can be calculated from Equation (7)

where iteris number of iteration and fi tness (gid) rep-
resents the best fi tness value of the ithiteration.
Step 7 Termination process: The process is terminated 
when stopping criterion is met, otherwise the process 
returns to Step 3. Stopping criterion can be either the 
maximum number of iterations reach, or the error is low 
enough.

RESULTS 

PSO-based neural network (PSONN) is used for es-
timating throughputs of Thailand ports. The data have 
been collected from Port Authority of Thailand (PAT) 
from 2009 to 2018. In this research, all port throughputs 
in Thailand (divided by customs house) are used as the 
sample for predicting the port throughput by BPNN and 

PSONN. It was implemented in MATLAB R2016b. The 
BP training algorithm was implemented by the MATLAB 
Neural Network Toolbox whereas PSONN was imple-
mented by using MATLAB code.
Dataset were divided into two groups for training and 
testing. 50% of the data set were used selected for train-
ing the network whereas 50% of data set were used for 
validating performance of the trained weights. There is 
no exact parameter setting values of both PSO and neu-
ral network that can work well for all types of the prob-
lems. Subsequently, the parameter setting of PSO and 
NN in this case are selected from the experimental re-
sults base on trial and error.Parameter selection in back 
BPNN depends on a few factors. There are two factors 
learning rate and momentum value, use for controlling 
the weights adjustment along the descent direction. 
Even though both factors are used to adjust the weights, 
they are differed from each other in that the learning rate 
is used to adjust step size of the weight whereas mo-
mentum factor is used to accelerate convergence of the 
network. In this work, η (learning rate) and λ (momentum 
factor) were selected as 0.5 and 1, respectively. In case 
of computation of PSO, it depends on few parameters: 
population size, inertia weight, maximum velocity, max-
imum and minimum positions and maximum number of 
iterations. Computation of PSONN, population size and 
maximum iteration of 50 and 1000 were selected, re-
spectively. The inertia weight gradually decreased from 
0.9 to 0.4 so as to balance the global and local explora-
tion. Since particles’ velocities on each dimension are 
clamped to a maximum velocity, vmax, to control the 
exploration ability of particles. If vmax is too high, the 
PSO facilitates global search, and particles might fl y 
pass good solutions. However, if vmax is too small, the 
PSO facilitates local search, and particles may not ex-
plore beyond locally good regions. Thus, if vid is greater 
than vmax, then vid is equated to vmax. Similarly, if vid 
is less than -vmax, then vid is equated to -vmax. There-
fore, maximum velocity, it was set at 12% of the dynam-
ic range of the variable in each dimension. In case of, 
maximum and minimum position of the variable in each 
dimension, there were set to 0.5 and -0.5, respectively. 
All variables for training the network of both algorithms 
were kept the same. The tan-sigmoid function was ap-
plied on the fi rst layer for increasing the computational 
power of the network, whereas linear function or pure-
lin function was applied on the last layer in order map 
their inputs onto a real number range that matches the 
expected output for both training algorithms. In addition, 
number of hidden node and maximum iteration were also 
set to 5 and 50,000 (number of epochs in BPNN = max-
imum iteration size of swarm in PSONN), respectively.
The tested set is used to test how well the trained neural 
networks generalize. Table 1 shows percent of accura-
cy of the predicted values over 50,000 iterations after 
trained and tested the neural network by using BP and 
PSO. 
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Customs BPNN PSONN
Train target Test target Train target Test target

Bangkok 26940.03477 37097.39882 917047.2681 1262807.139

Khlong Yai 432394.3029 -90637.61414 1365185.096 1723408.96

Map Ta Phut 32050096.32 43676808.49 51118547.14 64304241

Laem Chabang 98130349.57 135129028.1 88455738.54 121806740

Chachengsao 401387.6831 670832.9544 1024659.7 1799861.641

Bangpakong 26940.03477 -26838559.91 917047.2681 10463265.61

Samutsakorn 2198152.32 6748305.239 3562473.268 4015675.018

Samutsongkhram 659747.5331 1179015.906 1574258.545 2203868.098

Ban Leam 26940.03477 37097.39882 917047.2681 1262807.139

Koh Lak 4269190.943 7901599.668 3193638.884 4535284.644

Chumphon 104117.9797 281442.7216 1045316.874 1471971.812

Bandorn 4916600.038 19406848.46 5306003.715 8597481.116

Koh Samui 27202.46319 37097.39882 917166.5384 1262807.139

Nakornsrithammarat 728635.8865 728074.1573 1433890.986 1866345.074

Sichon 2635003.731 3740173.859 2586894.816 3208694.261

Songkhla 7658447.673 -67630865.41 7762217.904 10132940.69

Pattani 26940.03477 36498.79874 917047.2681 1262905.797

Tak Bai 23178.89335 482490.4436 962364.7331 1397184.708

KraBuri 26940.03477 37097.39882 917047.2681 1262807.139

Ranong 217703.0012 374116.1762 1169116.688 1523815.785

Phang Nga 26940.03477 37097.39882 917047.2681 1262807.139

Phuket 330931.8321 627672.6756 1372353.829 1615026.399

Krabi 3445561.808 380052.9979 3690526.007 5385912.798

Kantang 2325638.386 5336438.191 2249548.263 3247687.551

Satun 56695.91447 70909.9057 965394.8665 1325068.526

MSE 1.82E+08 3.34E+14 1.8929E+13 2.9964E+13

Table 1: Results of comparison between two training methods

DISCUSSION

Training and testing results from both training algorithms 
for port throughputsestimation (25 customs house in 
Thailand) are plotted versus the corresponding output 
as shown in Figures 3 to 6.  
Mean squared error (MSE) is used to measure the per-
formance of BPNN and PSONN. The experimental re-
sults show that the predicted values obtained from PSO-
NN are not far from the desired values for both trained 
and tested set when used to predict port throughput. 
However, the results predicted from BP training algo-
rithm gives lower accuracy than those of PSO. Table 1 
shows that average values of MSE obtained from PSO-
based neural network after applied for port throughput 

prediction are about 10 times lower than that of BPNN. 
Considering the average percent difference of the results 
from BPNN and PSONN is 167 percent. Classical BP 
is a network training function that updates weight and 
bias values according to gradient descent concept so 
the solution from this training may get stuck in the local 
minima easily. While PSO algorithm operates on infor-
mation about the relative performance of the individuals 
on the population. Some particles will explore new space 
while the populations still remember the global best solu-
tion which seems to solve the problem of gradient de-
scent. Additionally, structure of PSO consists of inertia 
weightand stochastic factors, which allow the particles 
to search the new space and possible to avoid the local 
optima. Consequently, the results from BPNN give high-
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Figure 4: Comparison of BPNN testing performanceFigure 3: Comparison of BPNN training performance

Figure 5: Comparison of PSONN training performance Figure 6: Comparison of PSONN testing performance

er error than those of PSONN for all experimentbased 
on mean square errors valueIt confi rms that PSONN has 
higher predicting performance than BPNN. This would 
assist management team to use the predicted values 
as the guideline to operate seaport logistics and supply 
chain such as demand management, seaport manage-
ment, order management, etc. effi ciently.

CONCLUSIONS

Conventional computation cannot solve the problem that 
cannot be directly explained by mathematical model to 
represent the correlation between input and output. It 
is because such problem has noisy or incomplete data 
which always happen in the real world. Industrial area 
also has to face with this kind of problems especially, 
demand forecasting. When compared to other traditional 
computing algorithm, neural network can determine im-
plicit relationship between inputs and outputs by learning 

from the given data. It can be also applied to the prob-
lem that has dynamic or nonlinear relationship, does not 
limited in strict assumption such as normality, linearity, 
variable independence, etc. Hence, neural network was 
applied to estimate port throughputs since port through-
puts play an important role in Thai logistics development. 
As BPNN is subject to local optimum and slow conver-
gence rate therefore PSO was applied for training neural 
network to overcome such drawbacks. The PSO is very 
attractive because it presents advantages of simplicity 
since it requires only primitive mathematical operations, 
short computer code, few parameters to adjust, and fast 
convergence. Performance of artifi cial neural network 
bases on BP and PSO-based were compared as illus-
trated in Table 1. The results show that PSONN is supe-
rior to BPNN in terms of quality of solution when applied 
to predict port throughputs. The mean squared error ob-
tained from PSO-based neural network after applied for 
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port throughput prediction are about 10 timeslower than 
that of BPNN. This confi rms that neural network based 
on PSO training algorithm has better performance and 
better ability to escape local optimum than that of classi-
cal BP training algorithm.
More infl uencing factorssuch as key element of port 
capacity i.e. channels, terminals, loading and unload-
ing equipment, etc.would be taken into consideration to 
make the model more comprehensive and realistic and 
improve performance of this computational technique. 
Subsequently, themore precise results could be as s 
guideline for the better seaport supply chain manage-
ment. In addition, systematic parameters selection of the 
PSO will certainly enhance its ease of use and should be 
investigated in the future. enhance its ease of use and 
should be investigated in the future.
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